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ABSTRACT

Nearly half of known protein structures interact with
phosphate-containing ligands, such as nucleotides
and other cofactors. Many methods have been de-
veloped for the identification of metal ions-binding
sites and some for bigger ligands such as carbohy-
drates, but none is yet available for the prediction of
phosphate-binding sites. Here we describe Pfinder,
a method that predicts binding sites for phosphate
groups, both in the form of ions or as parts of other
non-peptide ligands, in proteins of known structure.
Pfinder uses the Query3D local structural compari-
son algorithm to scan a protein structure for the
presence of a number of structural motifs identified
for their ability to bind the phosphate chemical
group. Pfinder has been tested on a data set of 52
proteins for which both the apo and holo forms were
available. We obtained at least one correct predic-
tion in 63% of the holo structures and in 62% of
the apo. The ability of Pfinder to recognize a
phosphate-binding site in unbound protein struc-
tures makes it an ideal tool for functional annotation
and for complementing docking and drug design
methods. The Pfinder program is available at
http://pdbfun.uniroma2.it/pfinder.

INTRODUCTION

Many important chemical reactions and molecular inter-
actions that occur in the cell involve ligands containing the
phosphate group.

More than half of known proteins has been shown to
interact with a phosphate group (1). Several of these
proteins are involved in essential pathways and their
malfunction leads to severe diseases and other
abnormalities in humans (2,3). Moreover the affinity for
the phosphate group is essential in nucleotide recognition

and nucleotide-containing ligands were the earliest cofac-
tors bound to proteins (4).
The ability to bind phosphate has evolved in many

non-homologous protein families. There are however
some preeminent groups that dominate this distribution
such as that of P-loop containing proteins (5) or
proteins with a Rossmann-type fold (6).
The possibility to characterize a protein for its ability to

interact with a phosphate, or a phosphate-containing
ligand, is therefore of paramount importance. Different
methods exist for predicting the binding sites of a
variety of ligands such as various metal ions or carbohy-
drates (7–11). However, to the best of our knowledge, no
method is yet available for the identification of phosphate
binding sites (PbSs) even if the biological relevance of this
specific ligand is beyond question.
The methods that predict binding sites for specific

ligands in a protein structure can be classified as
‘comparative’ or ‘non-comparative’ (12). Comparative
methods search for structural similarities between differ-
ent proteins that interact with similar types of ligands and
often benefit from libraries of predefined template motifs.
Conversely non-comparative approaches only make use of
structural and chemo-physical features, calculated from
the structure of interest to identify potential ligand-
binding sites.
Many methods have been developed which are specific

for the identification of metal ion-binding sites. Fold-X (7)
is a force field for the detection of single atom-binding
sites and can be applied to metal ions (Mg, Zn, Ca, Mn
and Cu). The method searches for the chosen ion-binding
site, by superimposing known metal-binding sites onto the
query structure. Geometric and energetic criteria are then
used to accept or discard candidate solutions. Fold-X is
able to identify from 90% to 97% of the binding sites,
depending on the nature of the metal, with 21% of
overpredictions. The GG algorithm (8) uses geometrical
features of the protein structure to derive Ca ions-binding
sites through graph theory. The algorithm searches for
clusters of surface oxygen atoms whose center determines
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the binding site. Atoms different from the oxygen are not
allowed inside the sphere described by the cluster. This
algorithm has a sensitivity and a selectivity that range
from 87% to 91% and from 74% to 77%, respectively.
Some non-comparative methods have been developed

for more complex ligands, such as carbohydrates. Taroni
et al. (9) characterized the structural features of the
binding sites in 19 carbohydrates-binding proteins. Six
parameters were evaluated in this analysis: solvation po-
tential, residue propensity, hydrophobicity, planarity, pro-
trusion and relative accessible surface area. The authors
then used these features to calculate the probability that a
surface patch binds a carbohydrate and obtained an
accuracy of 65%, considering a binding site as correctly
predicted if its overlap with the real binding site is >70%.
Kulharia et al. (10) developed a method that predicts
binding sites location for inositol and carbohydrates,
using a methylene probe to derive van der Waals inter-
action energies from a protein structure and amino acid
propensities, derived from a data set composed of protein–
carbohydrate complexes. This method, called
InCa-SiteFinder, has specificity and sensitivity of 98 and
72%, respectively, but the authors were more permissive
in the assignment of correct predictions. A predicted
binding site is considered correct if its overlap with the
real binding site is >25%. Ghersi and Sanchez (11) used
a similar approach, determining, for a protein structure,
molecular interaction fields (called MIFs) using a methyl
probe and a phosphate oxygen probe. In this way, regions
sharing a higher probability to encompass a binding site
can be identified. In 95% of the bound protein structures
and 79% of the unbound the correct binding site is among
the top three predicted binding sites. Joughin et al. (13)
developed a method for the identification of
phosphorylated peptides-binding sites. The method uses
propensity values derived from the physical and
chemical properties of nine phospho–peptide-binding
domains and was tested on the same set of structures.
These methods, developed for ligands bigger than metal
ions, seem to detect favorable binding regions instead of
predicting the position in space of the ligand atoms.
In many PbSs, the phosphate is involved in a network of

hydrogen bonds with the backbone atoms of the protein
residues. The backbone forms a geometrically and ener-
getically favorable scaffold, which tightly binds the phos-
phate ion. Glycine residues have a critical role in these
binding sites as they allow neighboring residues to
assume an optimal conformation. Another common
feature is the positive electrostatic potential that
promotes the binding of the negatively charged phosphate
moiety (14) and the presence of coordination metal ions
like Mg and Zn (15).
Fragment-based approaches to docking and drug

design (16,17) have shown that a binding pocket can be
treated as composed of different, partly independent,
subsites interacting with the various molecular ‘hooks’
composing a ligand. Moreover structural motifs
associated with specific ligand ‘fragments’ (i.e. as
opposed to whole ligands) have been identified (18,19).
Therefore it is logical to cast the question of predicting
binding sites in terms of predicting spots of favorable

interactions with chemical fragments that recur in
multiple molecules.

Brakoulias and Jackson (20) built a data set of 3D
phosphate-binding motifs, (PbMs) by comparing and
then clustering a large set of PbSs. Their work identified
476 binding sites for this ligand grouped into 10 main
clusters. Kinoshita et al. (21) compared 491 protein-
binding sites in protein–mononucleotide complexes, iden-
tifying four frequent structural motifs, like the P-loop, and
analyzing their distribution among protein superfamilies.
In a more comprehensive study Ausiello et al. (18) built a
data set of binding motifs associated with specific chemical
fragments that are present in a variety of different ligands.
The majority of these binding motifs resulted to bind a
phosphate group.

In this study we describe Pfinder, a new comparative
method for the identification of PbSs on a protein struc-
ture, and its application to an ensemble of apo (unbound
ligand) and holo (bound ligand) structures of
phosphate-binding proteins. The method performs a
local structural comparison between the query protein
and a data set of PbSs (18) thus identifying groups of
amino acids, which display a similarity to known
binding motifs. Pfinder then evaluates all the candidate
predictions using several geometric criteria and a
sequence conservation score to select the final solutions.

We obtained comparable results with both apo and
holo structures, showing that the method is robust with
respect to the conformational changes that occur upon
ligand binding. Pfinder can therefore be used for the func-
tional annotation of proteins solved in structural genomics
projects as well as to further characterize already
annotated proteins. Drug design and molecular docking
efforts could also take advantage of this method, since the
predictions show the exact position in space of the phos-
phate moiety.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Pfinder method

Pfinder is a novel method to predict the position of PbSs
on the surface of a target protein structure. Pfinder uses
the Query3D local structure comparison algorithm (22,23)
to scan a structure with a list of known PbM templates.
The PbSs are then evaluated and filtered by considering
their position with respect to the solvent accessible surface
and the clefts on the surface of the protein.

The PbMs data set

Pfinder uses a previously defined set of PbMs (18). In that
study a number of structural motifs shared by at least two
folds and associated with specific ligand fragments were
identified. From that data set we selected only the motifs
interacting with a phosphate group. Our final data set
therefore contains 231 motifs, composed by at least
three residues, that are present in at least two different
SCOP (24) folds and bind at least one phosphate group.
Since each motif is represented by a different protein
structure for each different fold in which the motif is
present we selected a representative structure to be used
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as reference (Figure 1). In choosing the representative
structure for each motif we adhered to the following
criteria:

(i) When one of the structures possesses one or more
binding residues that clearly differ in type or
position from all the other folds/structures that
structure is never chosen as representative;

(ii) The phosphate group must clearly interact with the
motif. When multiple structures satisfy this requisite
the one with the phosphate position that best cor-
responds to the average of the others is chosen as
representative; and

(iii) We kept a single phosphate group for each motif.

A further manual inspection discarded 16 motifs for
which no suitable representative structure could be
found. The complete list of motifs we used is listed in
Supplementary Table S1. The final data set contains 215
motifs binding 82 different ligands. The 10 most fre-
quently occurring ligands are reported in Table 1.

The structural comparison method

Pfinder uses the Query3D structural comparison algo-
rithm to search for the occurrence of PbMs in the struc-
ture under analysis. Query3D identifies local,
sequence-independent, similarities between two protein
structures: the algorithm searches for the largest subset
of amino acids with similar positions in space between
two protein structures or between a protein structure
and a small set of residues (e.g. a structural motif).
Protein chains are represented as ensembles of
non-connected residues, each one described using two
points: the Ca and the geometric centroid of the side-chain

atoms. Every residue is also associated with a list of neigh-
bors (i.e. distance between their Cas <7.5 Å).
Two sets of residues are deemed similar if they fulfill

three criteria: neighborhood, structural similarity [root
mean square deviation value (RMSD)] and biochemical
similarity. The first criterion requires that all the residues
present in the set of matching amino acids are neighbors
of at least one of the other residues in the set. The second
criterion requires every match to have a RMSD equal or
lower than a specified threshold. The similarity criterion
allows residues to substitute for each other when their
score in a BLOSUM62 (25) matrix is equal or greater
than a specified threshold.

The phosphate-binding motifs search

Pfinder compares the protein structure to be analyzed with
each phosphate-binding motif in the data set. Whenever
Query3D finds a structural match the method predicts

Figure 1. Two examples of PbMs used by the method. Each motif is represented by the residues forming the motif, that belong to different
structures, and their corresponding bound ligands. Carbon atoms of the binding residues are in purple while those belonging to the ligand are in
white, all the other atoms are colored by type (phosphorus in orange, oxygen in red, nitrogen in light blue, sulphur in yellow). (A) PbM (id 598). The
motif is [V,M]-G-[N,A,S]-S where the final serine residue is present in only two of the three protein structures with different folds that share the
motif. The three structures belong to a inositol-10-phosphate synthase from M. tubercolosis (PDB code 1GR0), to an adenylyltransferase from
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum (PDB code 1M8F) and to the Klebsiella pneumoniae acetolactate synthase (PDB code 1OZH). (B) PbM (id
1075). Two glycines and an alanine interact with the phosphate groups forming a G-A-G motif in two protein structures with different folds. The two
structures belong to a Thermus thermophilus kinase (PDB code 1V1B) and to a histone acetyltransferase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (PDB code
1QSM).

Table 1. Name, PDB three-letter code and number of occurrences of

the 10 most abundant ligands containing phosphate groups found in

the PbMs data set

Ligand PDB code Occurrence

Flavin-adenine dinucleotide FAD 17
Phosphate ion PO4 17
Adenosine-50-diphosphate ADP 12
Pyridoxal-50-phosphate PLP 12
Adenosine-50-triphosphate ATP 11
Phosphoaminophosponic acid-adenylate ester ANP 10
NADP NAP 8
NADPH NDP 8
Nicotinamide-adenine-dinucleotide NAD 7
Flavin mononucleotide FMN 7
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a PbS. A structural match implies a 3D transformation
(rotation+translation) that superimposes one structure,
e.g. the binding motif, onto another, e.g. the protein of
interest. Since each phosphate-binding motif includes the
coordinates of the interacting phosphate group this is
roto-translated in space as well. The new position of the
phosphate group defines a predicted PbS.
In order to remove multiple overlapping predictions we

used an agglomerative (centroid linkage) hierarchical clus-
tering procedure with a 2.0 Å threshold. The prediction
closest to the centroid of the cluster was retained.
The main application of Pfinder is the prediction of

PbSs in the difficult case of newly determined protein
structures with no homologs in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (26). In order to verify the ability of the method
to work for these proteins we adopted the limitation of not
considering structural matches involving PbMs derived
from structures potentially homologous to the protein
under analysis. To this end we removed all the PbMs
that came from a protein belonging to the same
homology group using PISCES (27) groups at 30%
sequence identity.

The solvent excluded surface filtering

The structural comparison procedure of Pfinder identifies
PbMs irrespective of whether they are located on the
protein surface or not. This produces a great amount of
matches between PbMs and residues in the core of the
structure that cannot possibly interact with a phosphate
for steric reasons. Pfinder therefore discards all the pre-
dicted PbSs that are located inside the Solvent Excluded
Surface (28) of the structure, calculated using the UCSF
Chimera MSMS package (29).
The solvent excluded surface is described as a triangular

mesh and the phosphate is considered inside if the vector
joining it to the nearest protein atom intersects the surface
mesh an even number of times.
However some predictions, while falling outside the

surface, are still located too close to it to be considered
biologically relevant. We measured the distance between
all the crystallized phosphate groups and the surface in
each of the 59 protein structures of the training set and
found no phosphorus atom closer than 0.7 Å to any
surface point. Therefore we also discarded all the predic-
tions closer than this threshold to the protein surface.
In order to also remove PbSs predicted at the interface

between two protein chains we calculated the solvent
excluded surface using the complete PDB structures
instead of the single protein chains. Accordingly all the
PbSs at the interface will appear as inside the structure
and discarded.

Conservation of the structural motifs

Pfinder calculates a sequence conservation value for each
identified PbM in order to discriminate between true and
false predictions. This value represents the relative
sequence conservation of the residues forming the struc-
tural motif with respect to all the other residues in a
multiple alignment of the protein family. To this end we
retrieved all the PFAM (30) domains associated with the

UniProt (31) id corresponding to the structure under
analysis. The PFAM multiple alignments were then
mapped on the structure using the UniProt sequence as
a link. The correspondences between the residues from the
structure and the UniProt sequence were determined with
the alignment program Needle from the EMBOSS (32)
suite.

The conservation of each residue is defined as the per-
centage of similar residues in the corresponding multiple
alignment column. Two residues are considered similar if
their substitution value in a BLOSUM62 matrix is equal
or higher than 1.

In order to normalize and compare conservation values
from different multiple alignments we calculated the per-
centile corresponding to each value with respect to the
distribution of values in the alignment. The final score
of a motif is given by the average of all of its amino
acid values. Motifs formed only by amino acids with no
value assigned were considered has having a conservation
score of zero.

Construction of the training set

The set of protein structures used to train the method was
derived from the set of nucleotide-binding proteins used
by Zhao et al. (33). This is a non-redundant data set (at
30% sequence identity) of 56 high-quality protein struc-
tures with a resolution <2.8 Å. The proteins in this set do
not bind DNA and have at least four residues that estab-
lish contacts with phosphate-containing ligands. The
data set includes 16 adenosine complexes, 9 guanosine
complexes and 31 dinucleotide cofactors complexes. To
make a non-redundant data set of protein chains we
removed all the identical protein chains from the data
set leaving only a representative structure for each
group. We obtained a set of 54 unique protein chains,
belonging to 53 complexes.

In some cases the phosphate groups of the ligands do
not directly interact with the surface of the protein.
Obviously these groups cannot be predicted by Pfinder.
In order to remove such proteins from the data set we
defined a phosphate group as interacting with a structure
if at least three amino acids of the protein have an atom
located closer than 4.0 Å from the phosphorus atom. The
structures that did not fulfill this criterion were eliminated
thus reducing the training set to 40 protein chains.

Since this data set is focused on nucleotides, we added
20 protein structures that bind different types of
phosphate-containing ligands in order to have the same
ratio of nucleotides/non-nucleotides phosphorylated
ligands as the whole PDB (roughly 2:1). These 20
ligands were chosen at random from a set of 1273
phosphate-containing ligands occurring in less than 10
PDB structures. For each of the twenty ligands, a
protein structure is randomly chosen from those that
bind it and then added to the training set. These
proteins bind ligands ranging from phosphorylated
amino acids to aliphatic and aromatic phosphorylated
compounds.

We also removed from the data set all the structures
having a sequence identity >30% with any structure of
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the test set. The final training set includes 62 protein
chains (59 proteins) that are listed in Supplementary
Table S2.

Construction of the test set

The set of protein structures used to test the method was
obtained from the LigASite database (34). LigASite
contains 337 apo-holo pairs of high-quality structures
that bind biologically relevant ligands (LigASite v8.0,
July 2009). The pairing of apo and holo structures gives
information about the conformational changes occurring
upon ligand binding. Thanks to these two data sets the
method can be tested on the conformation effectively
binding the ligand and on the unbound structure as well.
Since the data set is composed of complexes that bind all
kinds of ligands, we excluded 170 pairs because they did
not bind ligands containing phosphate groups. In order to
discard structures binding ligands used in crystallization
and purification methodologies, four structures that bind
single phosphate groups were also removed. Three of
these, 1MG2, 2GTE and 2F10 contain phosphate
groups not involved in the biological function of the
protein. The fourth protein structure, 1X55, contains a
phosphate group and a non-hydrolyzable enzyme inhibi-
tor analogue of the biological ligand, the asparaginyl–ad-
enylate; as consequence the structure can not be retained.
We also removed from the data set 13 structures contain-
ing mutations. Furthermore 48 pairs of proteins were dis-
carded because the binding pocket defined by LigASite
was not located in a chain shared by both the apo and
the holo structures.

Additionally, as already done for the training set, we
discarded 48 structures whose phosphate groups were
not directly bound to the protein (phosphorous atom
not within 4.0 Å from at least three residues). Two pairs
have been discarded since they lack corresponding PFAM
alignments. The final test set comprises 52 pairs of struc-
tures that are listed in Supplementary Table S3.

The majority of the ligands in the test set contains ad-
enosine and nicotinamide (Table 2).

In order to classify the predicted PbSs in the apo struc-
tures as true positives or not we inferred the position of
the ligand by comparing the apo and holo structures with

Query3d and then roto-translating the bound ligand
accordingly.

RESULTS

Overview

We developed Pfinder, an automated method for the iden-
tification of phosphate-binding sites in protein structures.
The method compares the protein structure to be analyzed
with a library of 3D PbMs. This library contains groups of
amino acids (in 3D conformation) that bind a phosphate
group. Pfinder predicts the PbS by comparing the query
protein with the library of PbMs and then uses other geo-
metric criteria and a sequence conservation score to filter
and evaluate the predictions. The method has been trained
on a manually curated data set of proteins complexed with
non-peptide ligands containing at least one phosphate
group and then tested on a set of proteins whose structures
have been crystallized both with and without the
phosphate-containing ligand.

Parameters optimization

We trained our method on a list of 59 proteins struc-
tures binding phosphorylated ligands (‘Materials and
Methods’ section). This data set was used to tune the
parameters of Query3D (22,23) which is the local struc-
ture comparison algorithm we used in the first step of
our procedure. Two parameters were considered, name-
ly the RMSD threshold and the minimum BLOSUM62
(25) value that allows two residues to match with each
other.
In order to find the best combination of such param-

eters, the entire set of PbMs was used to scan all the
proteins in the training set. Three different values were
considered for the RMSD threshold, namely 0.7, 0.9 and
1.1 Å. Query3D allows two residues to substitute for each
other when their score in a BLOSUM62 matrix is equal or
higher than a specified threshold (‘Materials and Methods’
section). Three different values (�1, 0 and 1) for this
threshold have been tested.
To verify that Pfinder could also work correctly on

structures dissimilar from those already solved we dis-
carded all the matches coming from PbMs belonging to
possible homologues of the chain under analysis
(‘Materials and Methods’ section). On the training set
this limit corresponds to the removal of �1–2% of the
total structural matches obtained.
For each identified structural match, Pfinder positions

the phosphate group associated with the matching PbM
onto the query protein, using the roto-translations corres-
ponding to the structural match. After this step we apply a
first filter by discarding all the predictions that are located
inside the solvent excluded surface (SES) (28) of the
protein. The remaining predictions are clustered as
described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
The predictions are then evaluated according to their

distance from the experimentally determined position of
the phosphate group belonging to the crystallized ligand.
We consider as true positives (TP) the predictions for

Table 2. Name, PDB three-letter code and number of occurrences of

the 10 most abundant ligands containing phosphate groups found in

the test data set

Ligand PDB code Occurrence

Adenosine-50-diphosphate ADP 10
NADP NAP 6
Guanosine-50-diphosphate GDP 6
Adenosine-50-triphosphate ATP 6
NADPH NDP 5
Uridine- 50- monophosphate U5P 4
Nicotinamide–adenine–dinucleotide NAD 3
Flavin–Adenine Dinucleotide FAD 3
Adenosine-50-monophosphate AMP 3
Cytidine-50-monophosphate C5P 2
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which the phosphorus atom is placed in a sphere of radius
5.0 Å centered on the crystallized phosphorus atom. This
threshold value is low enough to clearly identify the site
where the phosphate group can bind. Moreover, since
only one phosphate group per motif was considered
(‘Materials and Methods’ section), this threshold is high
enough to make a prediction represent all the phosphate
groups bound by a motif.
During the training the conservation threshold was

selected using the conservation values assigned to each
PbM (‘Materials and Methods’ section). The optimal
threshold is defined as the one that better discriminates
TP PbMs from false positive (FP) PbMs. We calculated
the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for each
possible threshold and selected the best for each set of
different parameters. All the predicted PbMs with a con-
servation value under this threshold are deemed poorly
conserved and are therefore discarded.

Performance with the training set

Figure 2 shows the complete results for all the combin-
ations of parameters we tested. Using the less stringent
RMSD and substitution matrix threshold values (1.1 Å
and �1, respectively) the method was able to correctly
identify at least one TP phosphate group in 51 of the 59
structures of the training set. The conservation threshold,
with the highest MCC for this parameters combination,
was 74.3 and produced an average of 30.7±2.9 FP per
structure. Using the most stringent parameter values
(0.7 Å and 1) and a conservation threshold of 70 the
method produced a much lower number of FP predictions
(1.0±0.1 per structure) but the number of protein struc-
tures of the training set without any correct prediction
raises from 1 to 26 out of 59. We determined the set of
parameters that results in the maximum percentage of
protein structures with at least one correctly predicted

Figure 2. Results obtained on the protein structures of the training set. Each bar in the graphs represents the results for a different combination of
RMSD and substitution parameters used. The RMSD threshold is reported on the X-axis, while different colors show the BLOSUM62 threshold. (A)
Percentage of analyzed structures having at least one correctly predicted PbS. (B) Average number of FP predictions produced per structure. (C)
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). (D) Final score. The score is the fraction of identified proteins divided by the average number of FP
predictions per structure.
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phosphate group, and the lowest average value of FP pre-
dictions. Figure 2D shows the optimized score for all the
parameters combinations tested. The best performance
was obtained with a RMSD of 0.7 Å and a residue substi-
tution threshold of 1. Although this set of parameters has
the highest score, the number of proteins without at least
one correct prediction is too high (44%) to make this par-
ameters combination usable. The second best performance
value was obtained with both the parameters 0.7
(RMSD)/0 (substitution) and 0.9/1. However the latter
parameters resulted in a higher MCC (0.39 versus 0.35).
The 0.9/1 combination allows the method to identify at
least one correct prediction in 69% of the proteins, with a
conservation threshold of 66, an average FP predictions
number of 3.7±0.4 and a high conservation threshold
area under curve (AUC) value (0.81). The TP predictions
(i.e. the ones closest to a crystallized phosphate group)
made on the 59 proteins of the training set are evenly
spread in a 5 Å radius from the crystallized phosphate
group. The distribution of the distances between the crys-
tallographic positions and the best predictions in the
training set is reported in Figure 3.

Discrimination between phosphate-binding and
non-binding proteins

Pfinder is mainly aimed at identifying the location of PbSs
on protein structures. We decided to also measure its
ability to discriminate which proteins can bind phosphate
at all. To this end we built a negative data set of 59 protein
structures that do not bind phosphate-containing ligands.
These 59 proteins were chosen from different PISCES (27)
groups (30% redundancy level) entirely composed of
protein structures that do not bind phosphorylated
ligands. We compared the results of Pfinder on these
two sets, using the most stringent parameters combination
(0.7 and 1). Considering as positives all the proteins with
at least one predicted PbS, the method obtained an MCC
value of 0.26, in discriminating the structures belonging to

the two sets. This result shows that, even though a signal is
present, it is too weak to discriminate binding from
non-binding structures.

Alternative representation of the amino acids

The Query3D structural comparison algorithm, which was
used in this work, represents each residue with the Ca and
the geometric centroid of the side-chain (‘Materials and
Methods’ section). This is the same representation that
was used to build the data set of PbM (18). This represen-
tation takes into account both the backbone and the
spatial orientation of the side-chain.
We also tested the performance of Pfinder with a novel

comparison program, Superpose3D (23), which allows
for user-defined residue representations. We used a
detailed representation that is focused on the
physicochemical properties of specific side-chain groups.
Each residue is therefore described by the Ca plus points
centered on the most important chemical groups of the
side-chain. This representation was adapted from the one
used by Schmitt et al. (35). Each chemical group is
labelled as either hydrogen-bond donor, acceptor,
donor/acceptor, hydrophobic aliphatic or aromatic.
During the structural comparison only groups of the
same type are matched.
We obtained an average of 504.2 predicted PbMs per

structure on the training set, using an RMSD threshold of
0.7. We sorted all the PbMs first by the length of the
match and then by RMSD. We then identified the thresh-
old that better discriminates TP from FP PbSs. The best
MCC value we obtained was 0.04, with an RMSD thresh-
old of 0.655 Å and a minimum match size of five amino
acids. With these parameters the method was able to
identify 67.7% of the PbS of the Training set with an
average of 45.1±13.2 FP predictions. We conclude that
this amino acid representation introduces a large amount
of FP predictions without helping the method in predict-
ing PbS missed during the training.

Surface cavities filtering

The majority of the protein ligands are bound in one of
the top four largest pockets of the interacting protein (36).
We decided to take advantage of this property to further
improve the PbSs predictions made by Pfinder. Indeed
many predictions are located in proximity of convex
surface regions that are unlikely to be able to interact
with any ligand. We decided to evaluate if a filter discard-
ing all the predictions falling outside one of the top four
largest cavities could further reduce the number of FPs
without affecting the number of TPs. We used the
Surfnet (37) program with default parameters to identify
the four biggest protein clefts using the whole PDB
complexes. A total of 64.7% of the 326 predictions
placed outside the solvent accessible surface are located
inside one of the four biggest clefts. When predictions
falling outside one of the four largest pockets are dis-
carded, the average number of FP predictions decreases
from 3.7±0.4 to 2.1±0.3, but five structures lose their
TP predictions because they do not reside in any of the

Figure 3. Distribution of the distances between the crystallographic
position of the bound phosphate and the best prediction obtained for
each protein structure in the training and test sets.
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four biggest pockets. (see Supplementary Table S4 for
complete results).

Alternative phosphate-binding positions

The distribution of the distances between the best predic-
tion made by Pfinder and the phosphate crystallographic
position in the training set (shown in Figure 3) shows that
43.4% of the TP predictions almost perfectly overlap with
the real phosphate group of the ligand (distance <2.0 Å).
The remaining TP predictions (56.6%) could represent
alternative binding positions for the phosphate groups of
the ligand. To investigate this possibility we selected an
example from the results on the training set with three TP
predictions on the g-phosphate of an ATP molecule, one
at 1.4 Å, one at 3.7 Å and one at 4.7 Å.
The Oryctolagus cuniculus phosphorylase kinase, PDB

code 1PHK (38), binds a molecule of adenosine-50-
triphosphate in the kinase active site. The binding site
also contains two Mn ions in coordination with the
g-phosphate of the ATP molecule. Pfinder predicts three
PbSs close to the g-phosphate, in a position that makes the
coordination of the Mn ions possible. The first two PbSs
almost exactly overlap with the crystallized g-phosphate
group, but the third PbS is located 4.7 Å away from the
g-phosphate representing a putative alternative binding
site. If this is true, the g-phosphate group could be
shifted from the crystallized position to the alternative
one without moving the rest of the ligand. Figure 4A
shows the two predictions close to the g-phosphate
located in the ATP-binding site of the crystallized
kinase. The two TP predictions, that overlap with the
crystallized g-phosphate, come from structural matches
involving highly conserved residues (conservation values
of 97 and 98, respectively) while the alternative binding
site involves poorly conserved residues (conservation
value of 17).
In order to evaluate if this PbS can act as an alternative

binding site we docked the ATP molecule inside the
kinase-binding pocket using the Autodock4 (39)
software. We constrained the ligand in a 60-Å edge grid
(grid point spacing of 0.375 Å) using Autogrid4 and
generated 100 solutions with a Lamarckian Genetic
Algorithm. The two solutions with the lower RMSD
value (Figure 4B and C) with respect to the crystallized
ligand (0.97 Å and 1.71 Å, respectively) resulted in the
docked g-phosphate being placed respectively at 0.96 Å
from the ligand g-phosphate and at 1.4 Å from the pre-
dicted alternative position. Moreover these solutions have
low calculated free energies of �4.44 kcal/mol and
�5.67 kcal/mol respectively.

Test of Pfinder on bound and unbound protein structures

To test the method we created a high-quality
non-redundant test set, described in detail in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section. This data set was
derived from the LigASite database (34) and consists of
52 proteins that bind ligands containing at least one phos-
phate group. Each protein was crystallized both in its apo
and holo form.

We applied Pfinder to the 52 holo structures using our
data set of 215 PbMs and the parameters optimized on the
training set. After the surface and conservation filtering we
obtained 345 total predictions with an average of 6.6 pre-
dictions per structure. A total of 33 of the 52 proteins in
the holo set (63%) get at least one correct PbS prediction,
with an average of 4.8±0.7 FP per structure and a con-
servation threshold AUC value of 0.83. As before the pre-
dictions that passed the surface filtering were analyzed for
their location with respect to protein cavities. The
apo-holo structures pair of the Escherichia coli pyruvate
dehydrogenase E1 component (PDB code 2G67 and 2IEA
respectively) is not considered for this analysis because
Surfnet could not process these structures. Discarding all
the predictions located outside the top four largest pockets
eliminated two further structures, and reduced the average
FP predictions to 2.8±0.4 per structure.

Figure 4. Adenosine-50-triphosphate molecule bound by the
Oryctolagus cuniculus phosphorylase kinase (PDB code 1PHK) in the
active site. The ligand atoms are colored by atom type (carbon in gray,
phosphorus in orange, oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue). The positions
of the correctly predicted PbS phosphate in a 5.0 Å radius from the
ligand phosphates are represented as blue spheres. (A) The ATP
molecule crystallized in the active site of the kinase structure. (B) The
docking solution, with the lowest RMSD value with the crystallized
ligand. (C) The docking solution with the second lowest RMSD
value with the crystallized ligand.
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The method was tested on the corresponding apo forms
of the proteins in the Test Set. The comparison of the
results obtained with the apo and holo forms should
reveal how much the performance of Pfinder is affected
by the conformational changes that occur upon ligand
binding. After the surface and conservation filtering,
Pfinder produced 351 predictions on the apo Set (6.8 per
structure). A total of 32 structures out of 52 obtained at
least one correct prediction. The method generated an
average of 4.8 ± 0.7 FP per chain, while maintaining a
good average value of TP (1.9±0.3 per chain) and a high
conservation threshold AUC value of 0.84. If the predic-
tions outside the protein cavities are discarded, the
average number of FP decreases to 3.2±0.5 and the
number of proteins with at least one correct prediction
becomes 28. The 2G67 protein structure, which was
excluded due to problems with the pocket detection algo-
rithm (see above), does not have TP predictions. The
detailed results for each structure are reported in the
Supplementary Table S5. The distribution of the distances
between the best predictions and the crystallized phos-
phate groups for each protein in the holo set, before the
surface cavities filtering, is similar to that of the training
set (Figure 3). In conclusion the conformational changes

occurring upon ligand binding do not affect incisively the
performance of Pfinder. Furthermore the results with the
test set confirmed that the structural filtering, using
surface and pockets information, greatly improves the
accuracy of the method.

An apo protein test case

The apo-holo couple of the GTPase protein from
Pyrococcus abyssi corresponds to the 1YR6-1YR9 PDB
codes. The ligand bound by this GTPase is a
guanosine-50-phosphate molecule. Six phosphate-binding
sites were predicted on the protein surface. Two of these
overlap with the a- and b-phosphate groups of the ligand
while a third clearly suggests, according to the enzyme
biological function, a binding site for a g-phosphate
(Figure 5A). Only one FP-binding site was predicted
outside the ligand-binding site yet still close to it. Other
cases depicting predicted binding sites of phosphate be-
longing to different ligands are shown in Figure 5B–D.

Annotation of protein structures with unknown function

We ran Pfinder on 31 proteins of unknown function whose
structure was solved between 1 January 2009 and 1 March

Figure 5. PbS predictions in four apo structures. The protein surface is colored in gray, the protein ligand is colored by atom type (carbon in gray,
phosphorus in orange, oxygen in red, nitrogen in light blue). The PbSs are colored in blue and are displayed as spheres. (A) Binding site for the
guanosine-50-diphosphate molecule of the GTPase from Pyrococcus abyssi (PDB code 1YR6). (B) Binding site for uridine-50-monophosphate
molecule of the ribonuclease MC1 from seeds of Momordica charantia (PDB code 1BK7). (C) Binding site for the 1,4-dihydrodicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide of the rabbit L-gulonate 3-dehydrogenase (PDB code 2DPO). (D) Binding site for the phosphomethylphosphonic acid adenylate
ester of the T. themophilus HB8 probable ATP-binding protein (PDB code 1WJG).
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2010 and whose PFAM records were available. The
method predicted 72 PbSs on the 31 proteins, with an
average of 2.3 predictions per structure. The results are
available in the Supplementary Table S6. In one case,
the Rv2714 protein from Mycobacterium tubercolosis, a
paper describing the structure (PDB code 2WAM) has
been published (40). The crystal structure is a trimer
whose protomer is structurally similar to several
enzymes spanning a range of diverse functions, from
carboxypeptidases, to nucleosidases, to purine nucleoside
phosphorylases (PNP). Two out of the nine PNP/
nucleosidases detailed in the paper bound a ligand con-
taining a phosphate group. One of these enzymes is the bo-
vine purine nucleoside phosphorylase complexed with a
hypoxantine molecule and a ribose-1-phosphate
molecule (PDB code 1A9T). We used UCSF Chimera
(29) to align the two protomers, resulting in a RMSD of
1.1 Å. After the superimposition one of the
phosphate-binding sites we predicted in the Rv2714
protein is located close (5.8 Å) to the phosphate group
of the 1A9T ligand (Figure 6). Therefore in this case
Pfinder correctly predicted the approximate location of
the phosphate-binding site in a protein of unknown
function which was crystallized without any bound
ligand. The protomer of the E. coli uridine phosphorylase
structure (PDB code 1RXC) is also very similar to that of
the Rv2714 protein. In this case too, after the structural
superimposition (0.9 Å), the same predicted phosphate-
binding site is located 6.4 Å away from the phosphate
group of the ribose-1-phosphate molecule bound by the
protein.

Fold distribution in the protein sets

Pfinder has been developed to predict binding sites for the
phosphate group independently of the fold of the protein,
to which it binds. We analyzed the fold distribution
among all the proteins studied and among the structures
comprising the PbM data set (Supplementary Table S7). A
total of 34 out of 59 training proteins and 35 out of 52 test
proteins have a fold that does not belong to the set of
widespread nucleotide-binding folds such as the
Rossmann-type folds and the P-loop containing nucleo-
tide hydrolases (15, 41).

However, since our Training and Test sets are enriched
in nucleotide-binding proteins (and so is the PDB), we
wanted to exclude the possibility that PbMs are identified
on those proteins due to an obvious global structural simi-
larity. To demonstrate that the method could work on
these proteins also in the absence of an overall fold simi-
larity we determined the SCOP folds corresponding to
the PbMs that produced TP predictions on the
common nucleotide-binding fold (CNBF) structures.
Supplementary Tables S8 and S9 show for each of these
training and test set structures the number of TP matches
that comes from PbM obtained from a non-CNBF. We
found that 105 out of 111 structures have at least one TP
prediction due to a PbM from a non-CNBF. This means
that these binding sites would have been correctly
identified even in the absence of an overall fold similarity.

DISCUSSION

In this work we presented Pfinder, the first method, to the
best of our knowledge, that predicts PbS on a protein
structure. The method works by comparing a protein
structure with a data set of known PbMs. Subsequently
geometric criteria and sequence conservation are used to
filter the predictions, greatly improving the performance
of the method. We have trained the method on a set of 59
high-quality structures of proteins complexed with
phosphate-containing ligands. Pfinder correctly predicted
at least one PbS in 41 of the analyzed chains. The amino
acids conservation helps the method in discarding 80% of
the FP predictions. After this filtering Pfinder produced
3.7±0.4 FP on average per analyzed protein chain.
Pfinder has been tested on a different set composed of
apo-holo structures of the same proteins in order to de-
termine how the ligand-induced conformational changes
affect the performance of the method. We obtained com-
parable results between the apo and the holo Sets (62 and
63% of proteins, with at least one correctly identified PbS,
respectively) showing that the method can be used to
predict PbSs in functionally uncharacterized proteins
with approximately the same accuracy obtained when
using ligand-bound structures. The method produces the
same number (4.8±0.7 for both holo and apo sets) of FP
predictions. Therefore more time-consuming methods
such as flexible docking can be used to discriminate
among the few proposed PbS.

We demonstrated that considering the position of
protein clefts lowers the number of FP predictions to
nearly a half, to the detriment of the few proteins in the

Figure 6. Superimposed ligand-binding sites from protein structures,
represented in ribbon style, of Rv2714 protein from M. tubercolosis
(PDB code 2WAM), colored in gray, and bovine purine nucleoside
phosphorylase (PDB code 1A9T), colored in green. The predicted
phosphate-binding site on the Rv2714 protein is represented as a blue
sphere. The ligands of bovine purine nucleoside phosphorylase, a
hypoxantine molecule and a ribose-1-phosphate molecule, are colored
by atom type (carbon in gray, phosphorus in orange, oxygen in red,
nitrogen in light blue).
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apo test set for which the binding site is not part of any
of the four largest pockets. We also showed that the
predictions that do not overlap closely (2.5–5.0 Å
distance) with the crystallized phosphate groups could
represent alternative PbSs. Finally we applied the
method to predict phosphate-binding sites on 31 protein
structures that do not have an assigned function in order
to make those predictions useful for their functional
annotation.

To the best of our knowledge Pfinder is the only method
for the prediction of phosphate-binding sites, since the
existing predictive methods are more focused on binding
sites for metals or other types of ligands. Therefore Pfinder
constitutes a reference point for future methods and the
results of this work can be easily extended to other types
of chemical groups. The performance of the method could
be improved by decreasing the number of structures that
do not have any correct prediction. Therefore the main
limitation of Pfinder seems to be the incomplete nature
of the PbM templates set that does not contain all the
existing PbMs because of its quality criteria. Indeed a
PbM is included in the template data set if it is shared
by at least two different SCOP folds. To this end we
plan to extend the data set of templates and therefore
increase the likelihood of finding binding motifs in a
specific structure.

The comparison with other ligand-specific binding sites
prediction methods is complicated by the very different
nature of the ligands both in terms of size and
physicochemical properties. Moreover differences in the
protein structure data sets used and the criteria for
determining the correct predictions complicate the direct
comparison of performance values. Metal-binding sites
are easier to predict due to their relatively fixed
geometry. Indeed the methods devoted to the identifica-
tion of metal-binding sites have a sensitivity of 87% or
better (7,8). When the ligand is carbohydrate-like the sen-
sitivity reaches 65–72% (9,10), even if the exact position of
the ligand is not always precisely identified. Indeed even
the most successful method (10) considers as TP predic-
tions with an overlap of only 25% between the predicted
and real binding pockets. The prediction of phosphate-
binding sites by Pfinder attains values of sensitivity
similar to those of carbohydrate prediction methods and
also permits a precise positioning of the phosphate group
(within 5Å).

Pfinder has also been tested (data not shown) on the
same data set of nine phospho–peptide-binding domains
used by the Joughin et al. method (13). Only one binding
site has been correctly identified, suggesting that the phos-
phate group in phosphorylated peptides is recognized by a
different set of PbMs. Indeed our data set of PbMs was
derived from small-molecule ligands.

Pfinder was designed as a general method to analyze if
PbMs can be recognised independently of the identity of
the whole ligand. We believe that the main road to follow
for a correct identification of a whole ligand may reside in
the identification of further binding motifs, specifically
associated to other portions of the ligand such as the
ribose and nucleobase in the case of nucleotides (19).

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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